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Atkinson's false hope dashed by Liverpool 
Liverpool 5 Sheffield Wednesday 1  
Every few weeks or so, the manager of a side comprehensively beaten at Anfield 
shields his disappointment by claiming his players will ultimately benefit from the 
experience. As this has been taking place for the best part of two decades, it 
would seem the learning process is painfully slow.  
Twenty-four hours before the game, Ron Atkinson, the manager of Sheffield 
Wednesday, had predicted a close affair and indicated that his side's seemingly 
successful fight against relegation would be further bolstered at Anfield.  
In suggesting that his players would be meeting Liverpool on something 
approaching equal terms, Atkinson may have committed a gross error of 
judgement. Having been informed they were a team more than capable of 
``upsetting the applecart'', timid Wednesday gave a performance so lacking in 
heart that Liverpool only rarely had to extend themselves to secure an eighth 
consecutive League victory.  
Like many sides before them, Wednesday, defeated only once in their previous 
five League games, appeared beaten before Liverpool had opened the scoring in 
the eighth minute. Their inferiority complex could hardly have been helped by the 
failure of Hirst to punish the home side for two uncharacteristic defensive lapses 
in the opening minutes.  
For Liverpool, victory was assured from the moment McMahon's exquisite drive 
rattled off the inside of a post and into the rear of the net. In between that and 
Beardsley's deftly-taken goal three minutes before the interval, Aldridge scorned 
the opportunity to claim another three goals in a match.  
Close range, well-executed goals from Beardsley and Barnes and a long-range 
drive by Houghton ensured that Liverpool kept in step with Arsenal, the only club 
realistically capable of stopping a successful championship defence.  
It was only as the game neared its climax that Wednesday began to stir, Barrick 
scoring a spectacular goal from 25 yards. It was the only shot Wednesday 
managed to get on target all afternoon.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar, G Ablett, S Staunton (sub: D Burrows), S Nicol, R 
Whelan, G Gillespie (sub: B Venison), P Beardsley, J Aldridge, R Houghton, J 
Barnes, S McMahon.  
SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY: C Turner, A Harper, N Worthington, C Palmer, W 
Rostron, S Jonsson, D Bennett, G Fee, S Whitton, D Hirst, D Barrick.  
Referee: H Taylor. 
 

 
Mersey's red tide roars on 
Liverpool 5 Sheffield Wednesday 1.  
ANOTHER step along Thunder Road to the title and the most awesome thing is 
that Liverpool missed at least seven clear chances and that Turner in the Sheffield 
Wednesday goal had a magnificent match. It was Liverpool's eighth league win in 
succession, and neither the morning kick-off nor the midweek trip to Dubai for 
the Michael Mouse Trophy could disturb their stride.  
Every one of their goals was outstanding in its way, especially the two screamers 
from well outside the box, which rifled into the net. There were imposing 
individual performances as well. Beardsley, his first touch always secure, scored 
his seventh and eighth goals from the last eight games, and McMahon provided a 
startling mixture of invention and competitiveness. It often seemed as if the other 
20 were on the pitch as makeweights.  
On the day, Liverpool could shrug off the fact that their defence was decidedly 
dodgy on the few occasions when Sheffield Wednesday were allowed to string 
three passes together. Ablett is no Hansen, and when Gillespie departed at half-
time the back four had nothing like the ability in defence or the skill to come 
forward that was shown in the days of the Hansen and Lawrenson partnership.  
And watching Aldridge miss five chances, one from five yards, with the goalkeeper 
sprawling, made you wonder whether he would be so prolific in a team which 
created only one chance per match for him. Then you remember that he once 
scored frequently for Newport County.  
The fiesta began in the eighth minute when Beardsley found McMahon, who 
blasted the ball in off the left-hand post from 25 yards. Even though Liverpool 
dominated the half they did so largely without the help of Barnes, who was out of 
touch for much of the game.  
However, he set up Liverpool's second goal when he charged down a clearance by 
Fee, one of a host of Wednesday defenders who will have spent yesterday 
afternoon trying to forget. Barnes took the ball on down the left, beautifully 
beating two men inside three yards. Although his shot was blocked, Beardsley was 
there to hammer in.  
Between these goals there could have been a whole lot more. Turner turned a 
header from Aldridge over the bar; Beardsley rounded Turner but trod on the ball 
as he was shaping to score; Aldridge made his astonishing miss, and shortly 
afterwards saw Turner beat out a curling shot.  
A two-goal margin would have been enough to take Liverpool to the top on goal 
difference at least until tea-time. But there was no way that Liverpool were not 
going to increase the lead. Houghton scored with a thunderous shot from outside 
the box and Beardsley finished superbly after Aldridge had headed down a free 
kick.  
There was much-needed confirmation that Wednesday were still on the field 
when Barrick blasted a goal with his left foot just inside Grobbelaar's left-hand 
post. It was a goal which rivalled any of Liverpool's. However, by the end the 
Merseysiders had reasserted themselves and Barnes scored after brilliant 
approach work by Beardsley and Houghton.  
Weather: sunny. Ground: soft.  
Goals: McMahon (8min) 1-0; Beardsley (41min) 2-0; Houghton (57min) 3-0; 
Beardsley (66min) 4-0; Barrick (68min) 4-1; Barnes (80min) 5-1.  
Liverpool (4-3-3): Grobbelaar; Ablett, Staunton (sub: Burrows 83min), Gillespie 
(sub: Venison 46min), Nicol; Whelan (capt), McMahon, Houghton; Beardsley, 
Aldridge, Barnes.  
Sheffield Wednesday (4-4-2): Turner; Fee, Palmer, Worthington, Rostron; Jonsson, 
Harper, Barrick, Bennett; Whitton, Hurst.  
Referee: H Taylor (York). 
 


